PUBLIC COMMENT NOTICE

SENeca Nation Vehicle and Traffic Law

The Seneca Nation Council is offering a **30-day written public comment** period for all members to review the **SENeca Nation Vehicle and Traffic Law**, which has been proposed for adoption. This Nation Law would provide the authorization to Nation Law Enforcement (Seneca Nation Marshals and Conservation Officers) to regulate the operation of motor vehicles and all-terrain vehicles (ATV’s) within Nation Lands.

Printed copies of the Seneca Nation Vehicle and Traffic Law are available at the either SNI Clerk’s Offices; or access it on-line, on the SNI website, under the Documents section of the President’s Department. Please drop your written comments off to Millicent Proud, in the President’s Office, or email them directly to her at: millicent.proud@sni.org, **by 4:00 pm, Thursday, October 31st, 2019.**